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Summary: In accordance with current energetic requirements, building construction 
joints developed significantly in the past few years due to new construction materials 
and building elements, due to the need for increased thermal insulations and the 
development of new building technology solutions. Window constructions also developed 
significantly, however, it is observable that mostly thermal aspects were considered, e.g. 
reducing thermal bridging around the joints. This paper presents comparative analysis 
of steady-state multidimensional conjugated heat- and moisture transport numerical 
FEM simulations of insulated wall and window sill, -lintel and horizontal sections. Two 
different type of wall insulations were also tested, and the effects of the joints’ thermal 
and moisture bridges were evaluated. The results shows how different, well insulated 
designs of window joints behave differently in the thermal and moisture aspect of view, 
when expanded polystyrene or mineral wool insulation come around the joints.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The energy consumed by buildings, consisting of residential and commercial end users, 
accounts for 20.1% of the total energy consumed worldwide. This value is expected to 
increase by an average of 1.5%/year between 2012 and 2040 [1]. Therefore, thermal 
insulation of new and existing buildings is an extremely important, because it reduces 
the energy demand of buildings and saves carbon emissions [2]. The EU has set a long-
term goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95%, when compared to 1990 
levels, by 2050 [3], therefore building regulations and the requirements of performance 
certifications of buildings are constantly tightening in the EU [4] making tougher 
thermal insulation standards for new and existing buildings inevitable. The more 
stringent thermal transmittance requirements induces new building construction joint 
solutions too. In Hungary, U-value requirements of façade walls are 0.24 W/m2K, and 
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for standard plastic or wood framed windows are as low as 1.15 W/m2K, and glazing are 
1.0 W/m2K [5], therefore triple glazed insulated windows are essential in new 
constructions or in refurbishments. Most of the new or refurbished wall constructions 
include thick insulation layer from the external side to meet the rigorous thermal 
transmittance requirements, however there is no linear thermal transmittance, or any 
moisture related requirements in the regulation. Thermal bridges are considered, where 
heat flux magnitude changes, compared to its surrounding, and represented in the 
building performance calculations using linear thermal transmittance. In this analogue, 
we can introduce moisture bridges, where moisture flux magnitude changes, compared 
to its surroundings. Architects and engineers design building construction joints mostly 
to reduce thermal bridging in buildings [6-8], but moisture bridges are not yet evaluated 
deeply. In this paper, we deal with thermal and moisture bridges of typical new and 
refurbished triple glazed wood framed window construction joints comparing different 
constructions to each other. 
 
 
2. WINDOW CONSTRUCTION JOINTS 
 
We created three different window constructions, with three different sections: lintel, sill 
and horizontal (Fig. 1.). In all models, we used 30 cm thick masonry blocks insulated 
with 15 cm expanded polystyrene (EPS) or mineral wool (MW) insulation.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Three different sectional geometry model of three window construction joints 
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The first model is where the new window remains in the middle of the wall, and 
additional insulation is placed on the edge of the wall to reduce thermal bridging. The 
second construction is where the new window is placed on the edge external of the 
masonry wall and the thermal insulation layer is overhung on the frame to reduce 
thermal bridging effects. In the third construction model, the new window is placed 
completely outside to the outer plane of the thermal insulation, which construction 
design improves solar exposure and reduce thermal bridging to the minimum. The 
windows are made out of spruce with three sealing between the fix and winged frames, 
and the windows are triple glazed with two low-e and argon gas (Ug = 0.6 W/m2K). All 
window joints constructed using closed cell polyurethane foam (PUR foam) as sealing 
and insulation between the frame and the wall. We used internal gypsum plaster and thin 
fine plaster layer on the external insulation. According to the previous mentioned details, 
18 models were created.  
 
 
3. MULTIDIMENSIONAL HEAT AND MOISTURE TRANSPORT 

MODELLING 
 
In this paper, the physics of steady-state conjugated heat and moisture transport in 
porous media was considered. The partial differential equations (PDE) based on 
European Standard EN 15026:2007 [9] and solved using Comsol Multiphysics finite 
element method (FEM) software [10], which allowed the complex geometries. The PDE 
for steady-state heat transfer is the following: 

                                                             (1) 

                                 (2) 

where  is nabla vectorial differential operator, q is heat flux [W/m2], Q is heat source 
[W/m3], dz is the thickness of  the model which was set to 1 m, λeff is temperature and 
moisture dependent effective thermal conductivity [W/mK] set according to WUFI one-
dimensional heat and moisture transfer simulation software’s material database [11], T is 
temperature [K], Lv is latent heat of evaporation of water [J/kg], δp is vapour 
permeability [g/msPa], ϕ is relative humidity [1] and psat is the saturation pressure of 
water vapour [Pa]. The PDE for moisture transfer is the following: 

                                                             (3) 

                                 (4) 

                                                               (5) 

where g is moisture flux [kg/m2s], G is moisture source [kg/m3s], ξ is differential 
moisture capacity [kg/m3], Dw is moisture diffusivity [m2/s] and w is the moisture 
content [kg/m3] according to the hygroscopic sorption isotherms of the materials.  
We included all hygrothermal material properties’ dependency of temperature and 
moisture in the material models, such as thermal conductivity, vapour permeability, and 
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moisture diffusivity (for capillary active materials, e.g. concrete, masonry, and plasters) 
and were set based on and according to [11]. 
The boundary conditions  for adiabatic (eq. 6) and for heat flux (eq. 7) are the following: 

                                                           (6) 

                                            (7) 

where q0 is the inward heat flux [W/m2], hs is the heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K] 
according to EN ISO 100077-2 [12].  Tair is internal air temperature in steady-state 
conditions set to 293.15 K (20 °C) and external temperature set to 268.15 K (-5 °C) 
according to MSZ 24140:2015 [13]. Initial conditions was set to 20 °C through the 
whole domain. These temperatures are the standard, when surface condensation is tested.  
According to [14, 15], the moisture transfer boundary conditions are the following: 

                                                 (8) 

                        

where βp constant is 7.7·10-9 [kgK/WsPa] which if multiplied by hc convective heat 
transfer coefficient gives the moisture transfer coefficient [kg/m2sPa or simply s/m]. ϕ is 
the relative humidity, initial conditions was set to 0.6 through the whole domain, internal 
boundary condition was set to 0.5 and external 0.9 was used respecting [13]. 
 
 
4. RESULTS 
 
An example of the image representation of the numerical simulation results is shown in 
Fig. 2. We evaluated temperature distribution, heat flux magnitudes, relative humidity 
and moisture flux magnitudes on all 18 simulated models. Observing Fig. 1., which 
represents Model 1 with EPS or MW external thermal insulation layer on the façade 
wall, it is visible that there is no significant difference between the temperature 
distribution using EPS or MW insulation. There is slight difference visible, when we 
compare heat flux magnitudes, EPS insulated façade wall’s fader-groove connection 
transfers more heat to the outside, than when MW insulation was applied. This can be 
explained with MW insulation’s better thermal conductivity over EPS. Unlike previous 
ones, there is outstanding difference between relative humidity and moisture flux 
magnitudes around the building construction. When observing relative humidity across 
the sections, it is clearly visible that EPS insulation have higher relative humidity than 
MW, due to its higher moisture capacity and lower vapour permeability. It is also 
observable, that EPS insulation results higher relative humidity in the masonry blocks, in 
closed cell PUR foam sealing and in the fixed wood frame too. High relative humidity 
decreases thermal performance of the materials by lowering their thermal conductivities. 
Moisture flux magnitudes are showing very clearly, that moisture flux grow towards the 
least, minimal vapour resistant route of the construction joints. However while the EPS 
have lower vapour permeability, it results in moisture accumulation in the masonry 
block next to the window. On the other hand, MW insulated construction shows greater 
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moisture bridge next to the window frame and the moisture flux across the masonry 
blocks are greater too, showing that the building construction can “breathe”. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Simulation results of Model 1 with EPS (left) and MW (right) insulation 
 

Besides graphical results, we obtained the minimum internal surface temperatures and 
calculated the fRSI values for the building construction joints according to EN ISO 
10211:2017 [16]. We evaluated the moisture content in the thermal insulation layer and 
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in the closed cell PUR foam in each joint, and also obtained the average inward heat flux 
from the internal surfaces of the construction. These results are summarized in Table 1. 
According to the fRSI values, all construction design meet the minimum requirements of 
fRSI > 0.8 and there is no big differences between the minimum temperatures considering 
EPS or MW insulation, the differences are smaller than 0.25 °C in each case. 
Nevertheless, there is significant differences in the moisture content of the insulation 
layers and in the open cell PUR foam between construction design and insulation type. 
At horizontal sections, Model 3 got the best moisture related results and lowest average 
heat flux too. However, it performed least good at minimum temperatures, and Model 1 
performed best. It is visible, that MW insulations have considerably lower moisture 
contents, than EPS, and PUR foam have lower moisture content, when MW insulation 
was used. Comparing the windows lintel constructions, which included the internal slab 
and insulated ascending façade wall joint too, it is visible that Model 1 had the highest 
minimum surface temperatures which are more than 1 °C higher, than Model 3 sections. 
In this case, Model 3 sections have the lowest moisture contents in the insulations and 
sealing. Moving to the windows still sections, Model 1 and 2 have higher minimum 
surface temperatures and fRSI values than Model 3, but in the insulations, there are large 
amount of moisture accumulated. In Model 1, both EPS and MW insulation is filled with 
moisture, in model 2, the moisture content in the external insulation layers are smaller 
but in the PUR foam is with EPS very high. Average inward heat flux values show great 
differences between the models. Considering the horizontal section, there is more than 
26% more heat loss from the internal surfaces of Model 1 with EPS than Model 3 with 
MW. On the heat flux point of view, MW insulated constructions, and Model 3 design 
shows the lowest results. 
 

Table 1. Temperature, moisture content (MC) and average heat flux results 
 

Model, section, 
thermal insulation 

Minimum  
internal surface 

temperature [°C] 

fRSI  
[1] 

MC in the 
insulation 
[kg/m3] 

MC in PUR 
foam 

 [kg/m3] 

Avg. inward 
heat flux 
[W/m2] 

1, horizontal, eps 16.60 0.86 2.66 0.84 11.28 
1, horizontal, mw 16.75 0.87 0.25 0.40 10.77 
2, horizontal, eps 16.44 0.86 2.61 0.88 10.47 
2, horizontal, mw 16.58 0.86 0.25 0.38 10.06 
3, horizontal, eps 15.83 0.83 2.01 - 9.28 
3, horizontal, mw 15.97 0.84 0.24 - 8.94 
1, lintel, eps 17.20 0.89 29.25 1.07 5.84 
1, lintel, mw 17.27 0.89 9.51 0.56 5.53 
2, lintel, eps 16.87 0.87 11.03 4.64 5.44 
2, lintel, mw 16.94 0.88 5.23 0.53 5.16 
3, lintel, eps 16.06 0.84 2.88 1.14 5.38 
3, lintel, mw 16.11 0.84 0.24 0.71 5.16 
1, sill, eps 15.95 0.84 2.08 0.39 10.57 
1, sill, mw 16.02 0.84 0.23 0.28 10.38 
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2, sill, eps 15.54 0.82 2.13 0.69 10.06 
2, sill, mw 15.76 0.83 0.23 0.28 9.75 
3, sill, eps 15.30 0.81 2.08 1.03 9.09 
3, sill, mw 15.41 0.82 0.23 0.83 8.82 

 
Fig. 3. showing heat flux magnitudes in the horizontal sections of Model 1, 2 and 3 with 
EPS (left side) and MW (right side) insulations. Moisture bridges are clearly observable 
across the sections. It is also visible, that if we use EPS for external insulation, Model 3 
is the best solution possible. It is observable, that with EPS insulation, we can reduce the 
moisture bridge, if we put the window closer to the external side. With MW, there is a 
huge moisture bridges between the wood frame and the masonry block, which can be 
reduced in Model 3 with using appropriate vapour barrier, not only PUR foam. During 
the simulations, we obtained higher moisture fluxes in MW insulated models, because 
these models have lower moisture resistances, therefore more moisture can go through 
them. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Moisture flux magnitudes [kg/m2s] with EPS (left) and MW (right) insulations 
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In Fig. 4. the relative humidity is visible across the sections. Placing the window to the 
external side is resulting lower relative humidity in the additional thermal insulation 
layer before the lintel. We can also observe, that using MW insulation results lower 
relative humidity across the section, compared to EPS insulation, which leads to better 
thermal performance too. Masonry blocks have visibly lower relative humidity if MW 
insulation was used in the designed building constructions. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Relative humidity [1] in windows lintel construction joints with internal slab 
and insulated façade wall with EPS (left) and MW (right) insulations 

 
In the windows sill models, conjugated heat and moisture transfer simulations showed 
potential condensation risk in the external thermal insulation layers, see Fig. 5. Non-
colored surfaces in the models’ domain show condensation in the thermal insulation 
layers. The condensation potential is highest in Model 1 when EPS is used.  
Aluminum edging profile is blocking upward moisture transfer and drying of the 
insulation in Model 1 and Model 2 with both type of external insulations. This 
phenomena is clearly visible in the data of Table 1. respectively. High relative humidity 
results higher thermal conductivity, and condensation in the thermal insulation layer 
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decreases not just its thermal performance, but its life expectancy as well. Construction 
design Model 3 is the only option to be considered safe against moisture damages 
according to our investigation in this case. Since heat and moisture transport simulations 
have shown a varying degree of condensation risk in the outer heat insulating layers and 
between the wood frame and the masonry element, life expectancy and building-building 
capabilities must be considered in addition to thermal performance. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Relative humidity [1] in windows sill construction joints with insulated façade 
wall with EPS (left) and MW (right) insulations 

 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on our investigations, we can state that the exact location of the windows on the 
facade and the applied materials significantly affect the building constructions 
hygrothermal performance, which can affect the entire building’s performance as well. It 
is therefore important to consider the hygrothermal performance of building 
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constructions together the architectural and structural design. When examining surface 
temperatures, the difference is negligible, but when observing inward heat fluxes, 
windows placed to the outer side with MW insulation had up to 26% less heat loss, than 
the other joints. There are great differences in the moisture content of the applied 
insulation and in the seal between the investigated models. After comparing the results, 
we can state that the most ideal case if the window is placed on the outside and MW 
insulation is applied. Using this type of construction can avoid moisture damages besides 
the good thermal performance. 
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